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Our Projects

WRAP (Work Ready & Prepared) continues to place our region’s
humanitarian refugees into jobs that will provide a resource for their
future. 2 workshops in 2013 followed a pilot program with more
scheduled in the future.
The project is a catalyst for getting a job and improving their standard
of living and quality of life with confidence and self-esteem.

Problem
Key Stats
• Refugees find it difficult to find a job. Unemployment in
Wollongong is double the national rate (ABS Jan 2012).
• Employers are less likely to choose a refugee with language and
literacy problems (The Smith Family “Youth Unemployment in
Australia).
• Numbers of humanitarian refugees in Wollongong are rapidly
growing but services are limited (The Smith Family Partnership
Brokers environmental Scan 2012).

• 38 hours
dedicated
• 25 people directly
impacted
• Target Population:
Young refugees in
Wollongong
• Resource
Organisation:
SCARF Illawarra

Solution
• Our entrepreneurial approach

Achievements
•10

• Program participants
trained

60%

• Participants gained
employment

25

• People directly impacted

3

• Workshops operated
Secured future cohorts from
partner organisation

Partner organisation:

Money Wizard combines magic and reality for young students to learn
smart financial practices before they become financially independent. We
aim to improve the poor statistics for financial literacy through a fun and
interactive game. 1-2 hour sessions hosted at high school expose students
to a success and failure learning experience with finance.

Solution

Problem

Achievements

• An interactive program that
teaches:

• Financial literacy is an
important life skill
• In the Illawarra, youth under
19 years score 16% lower
than the national average in
financial literacy

• 2 Successfully delivered
programs
• 7.7% increase in financial
literacy
• 40 program participants
• 5 strategic partnerships
• 120 hours dedicated

Assets

Saving

Liabilities

Life Long
Skills
Budgeting

Expenses

Student growth educates students and the needy on environmental
responsibility by implementing fresh produce gardens. We will establish the
gardens on two University Residences giving instant access to willing
students to maintain them.
Problem

Solution

Achievements

• Only 5% of 12-18 year olds
eat their recommended fruit
and vegetable consumption
• A recent ABS survey clearly
shows generally as age
increases people consume
lower levels of fruit and
vegetables.
• Carbon emissions resulting
from mainstream food
production methods 1. Grow

• Increase vegetable
consumption cheap and easy
access for students
• Teach people how to be selfsustaining via enviro foods
• The business model covers a
variety of modules:

•Partnerships with Dapto
community gardens
•Support from 3 Residential
Campuses to implement project
•Review and oversight from
UOW Environmental &
Sustainability Initatives Unit

•Place
community
gardens on
university
residential
campuses

2. Teach
•Work with
our partner
organisations
to teach
recipients
how to cook
produce.

3. DIY
•Encourage
home
gardening
through
providing
seedlings.
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